
Practical Edge Finding with a Robust EstimatorMargaret M. FleckComputer ScienceUniversity of IowaIowa City, IA 52252 USAAbstractThis paper presents a new algorithm for locatingthe boundaries of textured regions (both step changesand outliers) using a robust estimator. Previous ro-bust image �lters perform poorly on binary images,blur edges, round corners, and run slowly. I avoidartifacts on binary images by modelling them as con-tinuous and interpolating values. Information is com-bined directly between non-adjacent locations to pre-vent blurring. Corners are sharpened by relabellingmis-classi�ed pixels. The algorithm is made as fast asa Marr-Hildreth edge �nder by restructuring the esti-mator as a series of 2D image operations, using newmulti-ring order statistic operators, and running mostof the estimator on a randomly sampled image.1 IntroductionStandard edge �nders do not work well on im-ages containing texture or similar �ne-scale variation.They detect numerous micro-edges within the texture,omitting the boundaries between regions or buryingthem in clutter (�gure 1). Gaussian smoothing re-moves clutter but blurs the shape of regions. Textureedge �nders blur boundaries and round corners [16, 24]or require prior knowledge about the scene contents[3, 10]. Filters based on robust statistics [13, 17, 21]reduce blur, but they are slow, round corners, andperform poorly on near-binary texture (e.g. printedtext). This paper presents a new edge �nder whichdetects and accurately localizes boundaries betweentextured regions (�gure 1), at the same speed as aMarr-Hildreth edge �nder.A scalar image can be modelled as the sum oftwo components: the coarse-scale pattern of regionsand boundaries, and the �ne-scale variation (texture)within each region. Gaussian smoothing produces anapproximation to the coarse-scale pattern. However,the residue contains artifacts at high-contrast bound-

aries (�gure 2) which will generate errors in textureanalysis. The new edge �nder smooths values withinregions but preserves the shape of boundaries, yieldinga clean variation image (�gure 2).Classical edge �nders require a precise statisticalmodel of the �ne variation. This is reasonable forblocks-world images, in which all variation is due tocamera noise. Surface texture, however, creates vari-ation which is not known and not constant across theimage. Images output by stereo, color, or textureprocessing also contain unknown variation: errors instereo disparities depend on scene contents, hue andsaturation values are more reliable for bright regions,and variation in texture descriptors (e.g. striping di-rection) depends on how regular the texture is. Vari-ation may be unimodal (e.g. Gaussian) or bimodal(e.g. a sine wave).Therefore, when handling textured data, it makesmore sense to constrain the coarse-scale component.I model average intensity as varying slowly, exceptat a limited set of boundaries. The user speci�es aminimum spacing between adjacent boundaries. Theedge �nder treats regions smaller than this as texture.The parameters used in this paper impose a minimumboundary spacing of about 12 pixels. Previous textureedge �nders (e.g. [14, 15, 24]) use similar constraints.I will make only weak assumptions about the �ne-scalevariation: that its values are roughly clumped aboutzero and that signi�cant correlations exist only be-tween locations which are near one another (relativeto the boundary spacing).2 Robust estimationRobust estimators have recently become popular,both in statistics [11, 12] and in computer vision[13, 17, 21]. In statistics, a (zeroth-order) estimatorcomputes one estimate (the \location") from manymeasurements of the same quantity. It also reportshow much the measurements vary (the \scale"). In



Figure 1: A textured image, the output of a Marr-Hildreth edge �nder (top), edges and smoothed valuesproduced by the new edge �nder (bottom).image �ltering, we compute an estimate of locationand scale at each pixel. The estimate at (x; y) is basedon the values from a circular neighborhood of (x; y).A fully-developed robust �lter has two steps:(1) initial rough estimate of location and scale, and(2) iterative re�nement of these estimates.For example, the �rst step in a typical W-estimator[11, 12] estimates the location L as the median inputvalue and the scale as the median absolute deviation(MAD), i.e. the median of fjvi�Ljg where the vi arethe input values. The second step weights each inputvalue based on its distance from the median (relativeto the MAD) and then computes the weighted meanand standard deviation of the input values.The �rst step decides which measurements are gooddata and which are outliers. In image �ltering, anoutlier may come from a small spot, a crack betweenobjects, or from the wrong side of a nearby bound-ary. Outliers in texture features can indicate phaseor polarity boundaries [9]. Thus, this step not onlyremoves contamination but also implicitly locates re-gion boundaries. This is the critical step in a robustestimator: substantive errors in classi�cation cannotbe corrected by the second step. Using least squaresfor the �rst step [13, 17] defeats the purpose of usinga robust estimator [11].

Figure 2: Fine-scale variation extracted by frequencyseparation has artifacts at sharp boundaries (top).The new algorithm (bottom) preserves the shape ofboundaries, so they are not reported as variation.The second step re�nes the analysis from the �rststep and stabilizes the classi�cation of marginal out-liers. In image processing, it smooths values withinregions, smooths the shape of boundaries, and sta-bilizes boundaries of marginal strength. Vision re-searchers may be tempted to iterate this step manytimes [13, 17], but one iteration seems to be su�cientfor image �ltering (cf. [11, 21]). Similarly, the ex-act shape of the weighting function has little e�ect onimage output.Previous authors [13, 17] apply the entire robustestimator to each image neighborhood, in one passthrough the image. These operators are slow and com-plicated. I will restructure the estimation as a seriesof simple operations, each applied to the entire image.3 Multi-ring operatorsThe initial estimates are based on order-statistic�lters. However, for neighborhoods large enough toremove texture, these �lters are very slow. The localmaximum can be computed in time �(rA) where A isthe image area and r is the neighborhood radius, byiterating small operators, but it is di�cult to controlthe shape of the neighborhood. The median can becomputed in worse-case �(rA log(r)) or �(rA log(k))



time, using a moving binary tree [2, 4], where k is thenumber of di�erent intensity values. However, thesemethods are complicated and thus slow. Iteratingsmall median �lters does not produce approximationsto large median �lters, \separable median" �lters [21]are not isotropic, and threshold decomposition [21] isnot feasible when k is large.I use a new method to compute order statistic op-erators. A partial-ring operator collects values froma center location and c locations (c = 8 in my code)in a ring around it (�gure 3), and applies the chosenorder statistic operation (e.g. median, maximum) tothese values. The operator is iterated, decreasing thecircle radius by a constant factor at each iteration, toproduce a multi-ring operator. The neighborhood ap-proximates a c-sided polygon and the running time is�(Ac log(r)). A partial-ring operator is easy to codee�ciently and suitable for parallel hardware.Speci�cally, the 2D maximum �lter can be imple-mented exactly using a multi-ring operator, with ra-dius reduced by 2 at each iteration. The 2D mediancan be approximated by iterating a partial-ring me-dian, reducing the radius by p2 each iteration. Unfor-tunately, mathematical analysis of this approximationdoes not seem easy: the closest analog is Shell sort.A multi-ring median with radius 12 pixels runs as fastas a Gaussian �lter with standard deviation 4 pixels.Other order statistics can be approximated by chang-ing which value is returned from the largest ring: the6th of 9 values approximates the 67th percentile.The output of discrete median operators is unsta-ble on binary images [1, 23]. To avoid this, I treatthe digitized image as a sampled version of some un-derlying continuous function. The continuous analogof a binary image contains intermediate values, so thetheoretical median varies continuously. In the partial-ring operator, I interpolate values for ring locationswhose coordinates are not integers. Even this limitedinterpolation seems to prevent artifacts.4 Step 1: rough estimatesThe �rst stage of the new estimator begins by es-timating location using the median �lter (largest ringradius r). Scale is computed by taking the absolutedi�erence between the input and the location esti-mates, then applying a 67th percentile �lter (largestring radius 2r). At the boundary between two regionsof di�erent scale, the 67th percentile is roughly half-way between the two scales. The median would be bi-ased towards the smaller scale and performs less well

Figure 3: A partial ring operator r inspects values atthe center and at several locations on a circle.on bimodal distributions. Scale estimates are multi-plied by 1.03 to be comparable to a standard deviationand are made at least 1 (digitization error).In these estimates, corners of regions are roundedbecause, if a pixel is near the end of a corner, mostof its neighborhood lies outside the corner. Round-ing in the location estimates makes the corner pointsappear to be outliers; when there is a sharp changein scale, rounding the scale estimates has the samee�ect. Previous robust and texture estimators all ex-hibit this artifact, except for one [15] which uses many2D operator shapes and seems very slow.To correct rounding, the new estimator �rst marksproblem locations. A pixel's estimates are marked aswrong if it is near a signi�cant change in scale (scaleestimates for an opposite pair of neighbors di�er by afactor of two) or its input image value is more than 6sfrom its location estimate, where s is its scale estimate.If the di�erence is between 3s and 6s, the estimatesare marked for possible improvement. The algorithmthen attempts to �nd better estimates for the markedpixels.A simple relabelling scheme is adequate becausemost of the image is labelled correctly; previous com-plicated algorithms (e.g. [10]) repair maps with ex-tensive errors. The algorithm sweeps through the im-age (currently 6 times), attempting to reassign eachmarked pixel to the distribution of one of its 4 neigh-bors. Suppose that the problem pixel has intensity I,location L, and scale s, and its neighbor's location andscale are L0 and s0. To reassign, the pixel's value must�t the new distribution ( jI�L0js0 smaller than 6.0), itmust �t better than the pixel's current label ( jI�L0js0smaller than jI�Ljs ), and it must �t better than the dis-tributions of the other 3 neighbors (minimize jI�L0js0 ).Pixels marked wrong after the last iteration are as-signed their input intensity as their location estimate.



5 Step 2: re�nementThe second stage of the estimator smooths theimage and then makes boundaries and outliers ex-plicit. Most edge-preserving smoothing methods (e.g.[19, 20, 22]) approximate large smoothing neighbor-hoods by iterating small smoothing operators. Thenew estimator improves performance by averaging val-ues from widely-separated locations. This smoothsvalues faster within regions (cf. [10]) and reduces leak-age across blurred boundaries (cf. [8]).Speci�cally, I use a multi-ring operator, with largestring the same size as the 67th percentile �lter used inestimating scale. The partial-ring operator averagesits 9 input values, weighting the value at location (x; y)by w( jL(x;y)�L(c)jS(c) ), where L(c) and S(c) are the loca-tion and scale estimates at the center location. Theweighting function w is 1 on values smaller than 0.5,0 on values larger than 1, and interpolated linearlybetween 0.5 and 1. Comparing the two location es-timates, rather than an input value with a locationestimate, helps preserve faint boundaries (�gure 4).Each partial-ring operator is applied 4 times, beforereducing the radius by a factor of p2 and repeating.Boundaries are marked using a Marr-Hildreth algo-rithm [7], modi�ed to also mark non-zero-crossing pix-els with very high (� 20 unit/pixel) intensity slopes.Outliers{pixels whose intensity value di�ers from theirlocation estimate by more than six times their scaleestimate{are added to the boundaries. Their locationestimates are reset to their input intensities. Finally,the location estimates are subtracted from the inputimage, producing the output variation image.6 Random samplingBecause the location estimates change slowly, ex-cept at boundaries, the estimator can be made muchfaster by running most of it on a subsampled im-age. Regular subsampling introduces aliasing-type ar-tifacts. If the image is smoothed �rst, the scale ofvariation is reduced, making it di�cult to expand theresults to full resolution. I avoid these problems byrandomly perturbing the sample locations. This hasbeen used for years in archaeology to avoid system-atically missing regular (e.g. man-made) structures,it apparently prevents aliasing in peripheral humanvision [25], and it has recently been used for fast anti-aliasing in graphics [5, 18].Speci�cally, each image dimension is reduced by afactor of 3. The sampled value at (x; y) is the (linearly

Figure 4: The edge �nder uses small changes in aver-age intensity to detect this mouse hiding on a table.interpolated) value for location (3x + n; 3y + m) inthe original image, where n and m are random valuesdistributed uniformly over [0; 3). The distribution ofvalues within each region is approximately preserved.Boundaries are sharpened, making edge �nding easier.The estimator algorithm is run on the sampled image,up to and including marking boundaries, with median�lter radius r = 2 pixels.Then, scale estimates are linearly interpolated tofull resolution. Location estimates are also inter-polated, but values are not taken from locations inor next to the boundaries in the sampled image.These values are often contaminated by boundaryblur. These locations inherit values from their neigh-bors. To expand the boundary map, each on-cellboundary (see [7]) is expanded into a 4 by 4 block ofboundary cells. Each inter-cell boundary is expandedinto a 2-pixel wide line of boundary cells. This exactlypreserves region topology.Boundary locations are now adjusted to full resolu-tion. The image is scanned 4 times, trying to removecells from the boundaries. A cell (x; y) can be re-moved from the boundaries if (a) removing it wouldnot change the region topology [6] or it is a single, iso-lated boundary pixel, and (b) it has a non-boundaryneighbor whose distribution (location and scale) areconsistent with the input image value at (x; y). Cellsremoved from the boundaries inherit the location andscale from the neighbor mentioned in (b).The resulting images are cleaned slightly. One-pixelwide boundaries are removed if the change in locationacross them is less than 4 intensity units. Such bound-aries are created by fusion of boundaries across a verythin region. One iteration of relabelling (section 5) isused to adjust values within regions. Then the �nalestimator steps{detection and adjustment of outliers,and producing the variation image{are completed.
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